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Wheel dumper DW30
1000390633

Wheel dumper DW30

Material number1000390633

The DW30 raises the productivity of the material handling and the

safety of the operator on the job site. It is a real offroad an onroad

professional with its all wheel drive with constant tensile force, the

articulated pendulum joint and the climbing power up to 50 %,

while the service and maintenance costs stay low for the owner.

DW30 - Compact, safe and a real allrounder

With the hydrostatic all-wheel drive, the driver can concentrate on his work without having to change gears

frequently. A constant tractive force from 0 to maximum speed and the hydrostatic braking complete the pleasant

driving experience.

•

Entry and exit on both sides for maximum safety in any construction site situation.•

Clearly arranged instrument panel with joystick operation: intuitive operation, quickly reach all important functions

with one handle

•

Spring-loaded parking brake: completely wear-free operation, durability and reliability without additional effort.•

Maintenance intervals that are twice as long for lower service and operating costs. All important areas can easily be

reached by the end user from the ground without straining.

•

Please Note

This product availability can vary from country to country. It is possible that information / products may not be available in your country. More

detailed information on engine power can be found in the operator's manual; the started power may vary due to specific operating conditions Subject

to alterations and errors expected. Applicable also to illustrations.
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